Meeting held at Cannington on Saturday, 1 June 2019

WEATHER: Fine     TRACK: Good     KENNEL TEMPERATURE: 18 degrees
TIME KENNELS CLOSED: 6.30pm
Stewards: Mr C Martins, Mr G O'Dea, Mr M Pascoe (Trainee)
Veterinary Surgeon: Dr S Wu
Veterinary Assistant: Ms H Rawlings
Lure Driver: Mr J Brooks

REDECLARATION OF WEIGHTS: Race 12 OAKS VALLEY (29.4kgs)
SCRATCHINGS: Under R23, the following greyhounds will stand down for a period of 10 days through:
Illness: Race 3 FEELIN'S ALRIGHT (31/5), Race 4 DANDALUP CASPER (31/5), Race 8 SPITTING VENOM (31/5), Race 9 TRUMP TUX (1/6)
Ineligible: Race 7 IT'S A BULL (31/5)
Racing Elsewhere: Race 2 LITTLE GROVE (1/6), Race 5 SWIFT THING (1/6), ROOM TO BOOM (1/6)
Stewards Permission: Race 1 COOLATAI LASS (31/5), BLACK FUSILEER (30/5)

LATE SCRATCHINGS:
R23(2) - Race 6 REIDY'S RUNNER x 10 days (2.50pm)

SATISFACTORY TRIALS:
R71 - Race 4 LHOTSE MONELLI x 1 Solo
R71 - Race 8 BUSHMAN'S COBBER x 1 Solo

SUSPENSIONS:
R69 - Race 2 ORTEGA CITY x 28 days (Cannington Track) x 1 Field

SAMPLES TAKEN: Race 1 WAGTAIL MAVIS, Race 2 QUARA'S ZADE, Race 4 WEST ON AUGIE, Race 5 GRACE ALI, Race 5 KISS ME LINDA, Race 7 HIGH ABOVE, Race 9 WINLOCK TABATHA

STEWARDS ADVICE: The following greyhounds had pre-race swabs taken this evening ROCKSTAR PATRIOT (Race 6), SWIFT TIMING (Race 8) and KABO'S WINLOCK (Race 12).

Race 1 - Grade 5/Provincial/380 - Grade 5 - 7:05 PM
(380M): WAGTAIL MAVIS began quickly. HAMMY TIME began slowly. IMPERIAL LI & EXPLOSIVE SMITH collided soon after the start. EXPLOSIVE SMITH checked off the heels of WHAT A QUESTION on the first turn. IMPERIAL LI & EXPLOSIVE SMITH collided on the second turn, IMPERIAL LI lost ground. HAMMY TIME checked off the heels of WHAT A QUESTION on the second turn. SIMPLY GIFTED checked off the heels of WHAT A QUESTION on the second turn. SIMPLY GIFTED & HAMMY TIME collided on the second turn.

A post race veterinary examination revealed that MARRY ME MEL had a Right Foreleg Carpal Sprain (Wrist) and Right Hindleg Pectineus/Adductor Inj. (Groin) and has been stood down for 7 days.
A post race veterinary examination revealed that LHOTSE MONELLI had Cramping and has been stood down for 5 days.

Race 5 - W.A. Oaks (G2) (Final)/City/520/Bitch - Open - 8:35 PM
(520M): KISS ME LINDA began quickly. GRACE ALI, SHE WILL BLOOM & BANJO'S GIRL began slowly. MARVISTA & SHE WILL BLOOM collided approaching the first turn. CIRCLE OF DREAMS, KISS ME LINDA & NAUGHTY GUNN collided on the first turn. FANCY FRANCENE checked off the heels of KISS ME LINDA on the first turn. FANCY FRANCENE & NAUGHT GUNN collided several times on the first turn. MARVISTA checked off the heels of SHE WILL BLOOM on the first turn. SHE WILL BLOOM checked off the heels of FANCY FRANCENE on the first turn. BANJO'S GIRL shifted out and raced wide on the first turn. SHE WILL BLOOM & NAUGHTY GUNN collided at the catching pen. NAUGHTY GUNN checked off the heels of BANJO'S GIRL at the catching pen. CIRCLE OF DREAMS & KISS ME LINDA collided at the catching pen. CIRCLE OF DREAMS & FANCY FRANCENE collided in the home straight.

Race 6 - Free For All/City/600 - Free For All - 8:55 PM
(600M): WEST ON HAWKEYE & DYNA ORENTHAL began quickly. BEE DEE began slowly. WEST ON HAWKEYE & DYNA ORENTHAL collided several times on the first turn. WEST ON HAWKEYE & DYNA ORENTHAL & collided with ROCKSTAR PATRIOT & WEST ON TIA on the second turn, ROCKSTAR PATRIOT stumbled and lost ground. WEST ON HAWKEYE & WEST ON TIA collided on the second turn.

Race 7 - Mixed 4/5/Provincial/520 - Mixed 4/5 - 9:11 PM
(520M): HIGH ABOVE & STARTER UP began quickly. OLLIE MACHINE began slowly. DEBERTI & BALLISTIC BLUE collided soon after the start. OLLIE MACHINE checked off the heels of STARTER UP soon after the start. DEBERTI & BALLISTIC BLUE collided on the first turn. BALLISTIC BLUE checked off the heels of STARTER UP at the catching pen. DEBERTI checked off the heels of STARTER UP at the catching pen and third turn.

Race 8 - Grade 5/City/520 - Grade 5 - 9:26 PM
(520M): BUSHMAN'S COBBER began quickly. LITTLE GROVE began slowly. ZIPPING KRETCH & ZOOM TUX collided soon after the start. PURE PROJECT, ZIPPING KRETCH & ZOOM TUX collided soon after the start. SWIFT TIMING & LITTLE GROVE collided soon after the start. SWIFT TIMING & LAVA YOU BEAUTY collided soon after the start. BUSHMAN'S COBBER crossed to the inside soon after the start. ZIPPING KRETCH & ZOOM TUX collided several times approaching the first turn. MJOLNIRS MIGHT checked off the heels of BUSHMAN'S COBBER approaching the first turn. MJOLNIRS MIGHT, PURE PROJECT & ZOOM TUX collided approaching the first turn. PURE PROJECT & ZIPPING KRETCH collided on the first turn. ZOOM TUX checked off the heels of LAVA YOU BEAUTY on the first turn. ZOOM TUX & LITTLE GROVE raced wide in the back straight. BUSHMAN'S COBBER & SWIFT TIMING collided on the third turn. BUSHMAN'S COBBER faded and collided with MJOLNIRS MIGHT on the home turn. LITTLE GROVE checked off the heels of ZIPPING KRETCH on the home turn. BUSHMAN'S COBBER faded due to cramp in the home straight and under R71 has been placed on a Solo Satisfactory Trial. PURE PROJECT raced wide in the home straight.

A post race veterinary examination revealed that BUSHMAN'S COBBER had Cramping and has been stood down for 5 days.

Race 9 - Mixed 4/5/Provincial/380 - Mixed 4/5 - 9:49 PM
(380M): ZAFONIC FORCE began quickly. EZI PICK began slowly. HERE COMES JOSH & SIMPLY SOPHIE collided soon after the start. HERE COMES JOSH checked off the heels of SIMPLY SOPHIE in the back straight. HERE COMES JOSH raced wide on the home turn.

Race 10 - Novice/City/520 - Novice - 10:07 PM
DANICA KEEPING began quickly. LOLLY BUFFET & IT'S A STORM began slowly. VENUS AND MARS & ROOM TO BOOM collided soon after the start. VENUS AND MARS, ROOM TO BOOM & LOLLY BUFFET collided soon after the start. LOLLY BUFFET checked off the heels of ROOM TO BOOM soon after the start. VENUS AND MARS & ROOM TO BOOM collided on the first turn. VENUS AND MARS galloped on the heels of ROOM TO BOOM on the first turn. MAGIC MAMBA checked off the heels of DANICA KEEPING & collided with IT'S A STORM on the first turn. VENUS AND MARS galloped on the heels of MAGIC MAMBA on the first turn, both lost ground. LOLLY BUFFET checked off the heels of ROOM TO BOOM on the first turn. LOLLY BUFFET galloped on the heels of MAGIC MAMBA on the first turn, LOLLY BUFFET lost ground. ROOM TO BOOM hit the inside running rail on the first turn. MAGIC MAMBA & VENUS AND MARS collided at the catching pen. IT'S A STORM checked off the heels of DANICA KEEPING on the third turn. ROOM TO BOOM checked off the heels of IT'S A STORM approaching the home turn.

Race 11 - Novice/Provincial/380 - Novice - 10:24 PM (380M): DAVID YELLOW & KABARANGI began quickly and collided soon after the start. KONNICHIWA & APPLEJACK collided soon after the start. DAVID YELLOW & KABARANGI collided several times on the first turn, both lost ground. MONROVA galloped on the heels of KONNICHIWA on the first turn. SPIRIT OF PAT galloped on the heels of KONNICHIWA on the first turn, KONNICHIWA lost ground. SPIRIT OF PAT & MONROVA collided on the first turn. KABARANGI & KONNICHIWA collided in the back straight. SPIRIT OF PAT & KABARANGI collided in the back straight. KONNICHIWA checked off the heels of MONROVA on the second turn.

Race 12 - Mixed 5/6/Country/275 - Mixed 5/6 - 10:39 PM (275M): NACHO LIBRE & SLICK AZZ EL began quickly. OAKS VALLEY & REBEL CAUSE began slowly. OAKS VALLEY stumbled and lost ground soon after the start. HOSIER LANE & KABO'S WINLOCK collided soon after the start. SLICK AZZ EL & EM'S LIL GEM collided soon after the start. OAKS VALLEY checked off the heels of REBEL CAUSE on the first turn. REBEL CAUSE galloped on the heels of SLICK AZZ EL on the first turn, both lost ground. HOSIER LANE & KABO'S WINLOCK collided on the first turn, KABO'S WINLOCK stumbled and lost ground. OAKS VALLEY & SLICK AZZ EL collided on the first turn. EM'S LIL GEM checked off the heels of HOSIER LANE in the home straight. SLICK AZZ EL raced wide in the home straight.

SLICK AZZ EL was examined by the course Veterinary Surgeon and no apparent injury was reported.

FINAL.